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iABSTRACT
The stress wave factor (SWF) signal, which is the output of an
ultrasonic testing system where the transmitting and receiving transducers are
coupled to the same face of the test structure, is analysed in the frequency
domain. The SWF signal generated in an isotropic elastic plate is modelled as
the superpneition of successive reflections. The reflection which is generated
by the stress waves which travel p times as a longitudinal (P) wave and s
times as a shear (S) wave through the plate while reflecting hack and forth
between the bottom and top faces of the plate is designated as the reflection
with p, s. Short- time portions of the SWF signal are considered for obtaining
spectral information on individual reflections. If the significant reflections
are not overlapped, the short- time Fourier analysis is used.
A summary of the relevant points of homomorphic signal processing, which
is also called cepstrum analysis, is given. Homomorphic signal processing is
applied to short- ti-.e SWF signals to obtain estimates of the log spectra of
individual reflections for cases in which the reflections are overlapped.
Two typical SWF signals generated in aluminum plates are analyzed. In
Test I, the SWF signal contains nonoverlapping reflections. In Test II, the
thickness of the plate is approximately half that in Test I, and the
reflections	 are overlappe:'. Multiple reflections of only P waves are
considered. It is obs#rved that the log spectra of two corresponding
reflections with the same ray angles and approxiamtely the same total ray path
lengths in Tests I and II have approximately the same characteristics except
for their overall scales, as the theory of wave propaqation in isotropic
elastic plates suggests. From the differences between the overall scales and
	 1
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the values of p of the two corresponding reflections in Tests I and II,
experimental reflection coefficients for P wave to P wave reflections are
obtained for the different ray angles covsidered. They show good agreement
with the theoretical reflection coefficients for plane P waves. Also, it is
observed that the frequency response at the maximum value of the log spectrum
moves toward higher frequencies in the reflections with larger p, namely with
smaller ray angles This is consistent with the behavior of the dirzctivity
function.
The potential use of these results for the nondestructive evaluation of
plates containing cracks perpendicular to their faces is demonstrated in a
specific test
I
I1 INTRODUCTION
The measurements of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) parameters in an
ultrasonic	 testing !UT)	 system	 may	 be conducted directly on the input and
output signals or	 indirectly	 on	 a processed	 signal	 M1	 These	 indirect
techniques	 usually take the form of a transformation of a signal into another
signal on which the interpretations of	 the	 measurements	 for NDE	 may	 be
easier . The	 Fourier transform	 is one	 of	 the	 most	 commonl y used	 signal
processing analytical tools.
Recently, UT systems in general have the input and output signals in the
form of discrete- time signals (sequences) and they are processed on a digital
compute--. This is faciliated by the availability of high frequency analog to
digital convertars, and the efficient algorithm for computation of the Fourier
transform	 known as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) C23.	 There are
increasingly sophisticated signal procrissrng algorithms developed to exploit
the flexibility of the digital computer 133. Ultrasonic NDE applications of
these algorithms are current research areas. An example of a class of
algorithms of this type is the set of Techniques referred to as cepstrum
anvlysis or homomorphic signal processing 133, which is used in this study.
In general, a pulse having a broadband frequency spectrum or a tone
burst is used as the input signal in a UT system. The output signal may
consist of superposed pulses or toni • bursts, respectively, which arise due to
reflections fre,m the boundaries of the test structure. In conventional UT
techniques C43 such as the pulse- echo or through- thickness tranzmLsaion
methods, the	 measurements are conducted directly in the !ime domain. Peak
values of pulses or magnitudes of tone	 bursts and
	 their	 time delays are
measured.	 These methods ara limited to output signals which contain
nonoverlapping pulses or tone bursts.
In conventional ultrasonic spectral techniques [53, measurements on the
output signal are conducted in the frequency domain. The magnitude or phase
spectra of the individual pulses are analysed. These methods are also limited
to output si ln z is with nonoverlapping pulses.
R1^7;:t1;	 ry at al. 16,73 introduced an ultrasonic NDE parameter called
the	 "stress	 wave	 factoc" (SWF) . Separate transmitting and receiving
transducers are coupled to the same face of the test structure, which is
called the SWF configuration. An input pulse having a broadband frequency
spectrum is applied to the transmitting transducer and the number of
oscillations in the output signal at the receiving transducer exceeding a
preselected voltage threshold (or some modifications thereof [83) is defined
as the SWF. The SWF is also valid for the analysis of the output signals with
overlapping echoes
The SWF analysis has shown encouraging results in several NDE
applications [6-91, and its use in new applications is currently under study
[91 This work is part of an overall effort to develop quantitative analyses
of the SWF and computer- aided nondestructive evaluation (CANDE) capabilities.
The stress wave transmission chracteristics of an isotropic elastic plate
through which the transmitting ind receiving transducers communicate in the
SWF configuration are studied in 1103 and 1111. The SWF signal is modelled as
the superposition of the signals due to the stress waves which multiply
reflect between the top and bottom faces of the plate. The experimental system
used in this study is characterized in 1131. The purpose of this study is the
j	 spectral analysis of the SWF signal where the multiple reflections may be
3overlapped. Homomorphic signal processing techniques are applied to extract
information about the magnitude spectrum of an individual reflection. The
measurements on the magnitude spectra of individual reflections may be easily
qu..ntifiably examined for NDE applications. The results of this study should
provide more efficient and revealing CANDE schemes utilising the SWF and
advanced digital signal processing techniques.
Although the SWF has been generally used to characterise microstructural
defect states of materials, it may also be used to detect cracks and
delaminations . The output in the SWF configuration may be significantly
affected by cracks oriented perpendicular to the faces of the test structure,
which might be otherwise difficult to detect by many NDE methods.
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Steady- state harmonic stress wave transmission characteristics of an
isotropic elastic plate with the transmitting and receiving transducers in the
SWF configuration are analyzed in 1107 ant: C113. Circular transmitting and
receiving transducers are considered. It is assumed that the trananaitting
transducer transforms an electrical voltage into a uniform normal stress at
the top face of the plate. Ignoring the bottom boundary, the radiation into a
half space is considered first. This introduces longitudinal (P) and shear (S)
waves into the plate. Then the reflections which introduce reflected P and S
waves for each incident P or S wave are considered successively at the bottom
and top faces of the plate For example, t1ie multiply reflected wave specified
by the chain PPSP is ^constructed from the half space solution as a P wave
whi=h reflects as a P wave at the bottom face, then as an S wave at the top
face, and again as a P wave at the bottom face. The total number of P's and
3's in the chain is denoted by p and s, respectively. It is assumed that the
receiving transducer produces an electrical voltage proportional to the
average spatially integrated normal stress over the face of the transducer due
to an incident wave The exact solution for the frequency response of the
plate is formulated in integral form as the superposition of the frequency
responses glue to all the possible multiply reflected waves which reflect at
the bottom face a final time and are then incident upon the receiving
transducer It is found that the phases of the frequency responses due to the
waves with common p and s have the same linear dependence on frequency. Thus
the waves with common p and s; simply the waves with p, s; have the same time
delays in the transient analysis. For example the waves with p =3,s=1 are the
.
Sthe waves specified by the chains PPPS, PPSP, PSPP, and SPPP.
The asymptotic behavior of the frequency rasponse due to a multiply
reflected wave is also analysed. It is found that a rec,viving point observes
an incidtnt wave asymptotically as a plane wave which propagates and reflects
in the direction of the multiply reflected ray constructed geometrically using
Snell ' s law. The far field condition for the asymptotic solution to be valid
is discussed. It suggests that although the thickness of the plate may be
small, waves which have a sufficiently large total ray path length will
satisfy the far field condition. Formulae for the time delays for waves
travelling the ray path length are also given.
The analysis given in C10] and C11] then suggests that the SWF signal
Y 0
can be modelled as the superposition of multiple reflections given by
p+s=06 s=00
V(n) =	
1:
	 y P's (n 
np,$)	 (1)
p+s•2,s=0
where p+s='l , 4 , 6 ,
	 and s=0 , 1, 2 , ..	 Further, y(n) is the discrete- time
S:3F signal, V
p,s	 p,s
(n-n	 ) is tha sample seouence of the reflection generated by
the waves with p,s; or stated otherwise, simply the reflection with p,s. n is
an integer which defines the discrete- time location t by
t = n T	 (2)
where T is the sampling period The reciprocal of T is called the sampling
frequency
	 nP's is the delay for the reflection with p , s. Only even values of
p+s are considered in eqn. (1) because the corresponding waves satisfy the
L
	 ^_	 -
6condition that thev reflect at the bottom face last time.
It is assumed that the test specimen and all the components of the
experimental system are linear and time invariant. Then, the foliowing can be
writtrn 133
y p,s	 p,s	 a	 p,s	 p,s(n-n	 ) = x(n) * h (n) * h	 (n-n	 )	 (3)
where * denotes the Linear convolution operation 133. x(n) is the input signal
which generates the 3WF signal he (n) is the sample sequence of the impulse
response of the experimental system without a test specimen. h
	 (n-n	 ) is
p,s	 p,s
the sample sequence of the impulse response due to the waves with p,s. As
discussed above, the continuous frequency response due to a multiply reflected
wave in the plate is studied in [103 and C113. Assuming that the sampling
frequency is greater than the Nyquist frequency, the FFT of h p,s	 p,s(n-n	 ) is
the sample sequence of the continuous frequency response due to the waves with
p,s scaled by 1/T C3,123
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If th*r, exists a signal that is the sum of two component signals whose
Fourier transforms occupy different frequency bands, than it is possible to
separate the two components by a linear filter On the other hand if that*
exists a signal that is the multiplication or conv o lution of two component
signals, than it may be possible to separate the two components by a
homomorphic filter 131
Below, the properties of a short- time portion of a SWF signal, which is
called the short- time SWF signal, are discussed first. Then, tn* properties
of homomorphic systems at* summarised and homomorphic signal -+rocessiny is
applied to the short- time SWF signal to obtain estimates of the magnitude
spectra of individual reflections despite the fact that the successive
refl*ction ez may be overlapped
3 1 Short-Time SWF Sianal
For the purpose of the analysis in this study, the complete SWF signal
is multiplied by a window w(n) which gives the short- time SWF signal y (n) as
w
y w (n) = w(n) y(n)	 ( 4 )
where w(n) is called the data window
It the significant reflections in the SWF signal are not overlapped, a
rectangular data window is used and its time interval to chosen such that the
short- time SWF signal contains only an individual reflection and excludes all
8the other reflections completely. Then, by taking the FFT of +short- time SWF
signals, the magnitude spectra of individual reflections can be found directly
as in conventi3nal ultrasonic spectral techniques C53. This is also called the
short- time Fourier anal rsis [133
If the reflections in the SW! signal are overlapped, it is no longer
possible to obtain spectral information on individual reflections directly by
the short- time Fourier analysis. However, it may be possible to obtain
estimates of the magnitude spectra of individual reflections by the short-
time homomorphic analysis. Fer this purpose the short- time SWF signal must be
defined appropriately as described below
First, it is assumed that the reflections whose delays are inside the
data window are completely covered by y w ( n) , otherwise they are completely
outside the window	 It is impossible to satisfy this condition exactly when
the reflections are overlapped. However it may be satisfied approximately by
using a data window which is long enough and tapered smoothly to zero at the
beginning and the end. Standard Hamming, h^nning, or Blackman windows 133 may
be appropriate for this purpose Then using eqns (1) and (4)
J
y w (n) z w (n)	 yi( n-ni)	 (S)
7^1
where the index i replaces the cnmplex index (p,$) in eqn
	 (1) such that
n)_np 
s 
and n I (n 2 (n 3 ( ... (n J	 In this notation, the reflections in the data
window are ordered according to their delays. J is the total number of
reflections in the window. y ) (n-n i ) is saual to yp s	 p 
s
(n-n) accordingly
	
Second, it is assumed that the individual reflections in the window have
	 I
9approximately the same waveform but they differ only by a scale. Suppose the
scale of the reflection y  (n-nm ) is maximum compared with the scales of the
other reflections in the window and that it is unity. Then the other
reflections can be written as
Y^(n-n i ) = A 	 y m (n-n j )
	 ( 6 )
where A, is the scale of the reflection having the delay n^ and it '_s smaller
than or equal to unity, given that Aa, is equal to unity.
The asymptotic ray analysis in C10] and C11 3 suggests that each
reflection is generated by the stress waves in the plate which propagate and
reflect	 in	 a	 particular multiply reflected ray direction, which is
constructed geometrically via Snell's law. The direction is defined by the ray
angle; that is, the angle between the ray and the transmitting transducer
axis	 The frequency components of the input signal are transmitted in the ray
directions according to the directivity functions which are given and
discussed in detail in C10 3 and III]
For the P waves, the increasingly higher frequency components are
;ransnitteo at decreasing ray angles. The individual reflections with larger
numbers of p, namely with larger delays, have smaller ray angles. Thus, for p
waves, the reflections with larger delays t 1%r,d to contain higher frequency
I
components.
	
So,	 'he spectral contents of two reflections may differ
significantly if the difference between their ray angles is largo; namely. the
difference between their delays is large 	 Thus, these	 t ,.jo hypothetical
reflections also differ in the time domain significantly The condition in
eqn . (6) ir, then satisfied better when the length of the data window is nct
i
(t0)'d(n-n j ) = I
0
n.n.
n#nj
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very long	 Also, using a window which is tapered re!4othly to taro a< <ne
beginning and the and decreases the contribution oI the refl;.cttons at the
bey nning and end of the sho:t- time SWF signal
So, the conditions given in eons. (S) and (61 both are satisfied better
when the data window is tapered rmoothly to c.:o at the beginning and the and.
However, eqn . (3) requires a longer window, whereas eqn . (6) requires a
shorter one. Thus, thor- is a compromise in the length of the data window,
Substituting eqn (6) into eqn . (S)
.1
Y w(n) Z w(n)	 Aj y m (n-n j )	 (7)
j.i
Eqn. (7) can Coo be written as
yw (n) x w(n) Cv m (n) * ;)(n)3	 ( 8 )
whore
.1
p(n)
j=1
and
Aj S(n-nj) ( 9 )
where 3 (n) is called the impulse se gvonce and p(n) is called an impulse train.
I 
An impulse train is defined as a sequence in which the nonzero samples are
spaced a: intervals that are greater than one [141.
Assuming that w(n) varies slowly with respect to y  (n) , eqn . (8) can be
written as [3,131
yw (n) Z p w (n) a y m ( n )	 (11)
where
pw(n) = w(n) p(n)	 (12)
Using eqn s (9) , (10) and (12) ,
J
p w (n) _ E
	
B  d(n-n i )	 (13)
i=1
where
B. = A. w(n.)	 (14))	 7	 )
It is assumed that thu data winduw is located such that
B	 = w(n ) -	 1	 (1S)
m	 ra
Eqn. (15) is satisfied when the middle of the window is located near
the delay ne
	the case -)f Hamming , Hanning, or Blackman windows [33.
By taking the FFT of the short- time 5WF signal y w (n), eqn. (11) becomes
12
Y (k) Z P (k) Y (k)	 (16)
	
w	 w	 m
where Y (k) , P (k), and Y (k) are the FFT's of y (n) , p (n), and y (n) ,
w	 w	 m	 w	 w	 m
respectively. k is an integer and defines the discrete- frequency location f
by
	
k	 1
	
f =	 (17)
	
N 	 T
where N  is the number of points for the FFT operation, which is some -power of
two It is assumed that N  is adequately large so that the multiplication in
eqn	 (16) corresponds to the linear convolution in eqn. (11), the conditions
for which are discussed in 133 and C123.
By taking the magnitude of Y w (k) , eqn (16) becomes
IY	 (k)I
	 Z IF
	 (k)I	 IY	 (k)I	 (18)
	
w	 w	 m
where I	 I denotes the "magnitude of"
So. the magnitude spectrum of the short 	 time SWF signal I Y w (k) I is
approximately equal to the multiplication of two component magnitude &pectra,
namely, the magnitude spectrum of an impulse train I P w (k) I and the magnitude
spectrum of the particular reIection with the delay n m I Y (k) I . Below,
m
I Y m (k) I is obtained from I Y 
w 
(k) I by homomorphic signal processing.
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3.2 Homomorchic Sianal Processing
A detailed discussion of homomorphic signal processing is given in C53
and 1131. Only a summary of the relevant points is pr vided here.
Suppose H denotes the transformation of a system such that
s(n) = HCs(n)]	 ( 19 )
where s(n) and :(n) are the input and output of the system, respectively.
Suppose that H satisfies the generalised principle of superposition under some
rules of combinations (for example, addition, multiplication, convolution) in
the inputs and outputs as
HCs 1 (n) o s 2 (n)] • HCs 1 (n)] o HCs2(n)]
a : 1 (n) o s 2 (n)	 (20)
where s 1 (n) and s 2 (n) are two arbitrary signals. The symbols , 0 and o designate
the rules for combining the inputs and outputs, respectively, and`  they are
both commutative and associative 131. The symbols a and o are also called the
input and output operations, respectively. The class of systems satisfying the
generalised principle of superposition is called homomorphic systems C153.
Linear systems are a special case for which the input and output operations
are both addition.
Any homomorphic system can bi. decomposed into three cascaded systems via
the ordered transformations D o
 , L, and D o-1 C3, 15] . For the system H, the
system 0 a
 is a homomo-phic system and has the property that
Do Cs I (n) o s 2 (n)] =
As observed in eqn. (21) the system C
to the rule o to the additive combina
The system L is a linear systen
LCe I (n) + s 2 (n)] = LLs l kn;J + LLS2inij
= q l %n) + 4 2 (n) ( 22 )
The system D 0 -1 is a homomorphic system and it has the property that
D o -1 Cg I (n) + q 2 (n)] = D o -1 Cg I (n)] o Do-1Lg2(n)]
= s ) (n) o s 2 (n)	 (23)
As observed in eqn. (23) D -1 transforms the additive combinations to the0
combinations acco:-ding to the rule o
If there is a signal that is the combination of two component signals
under the rule o, then it may be possible to separate the two components by a
homomorphic filte: whose input and output operations are both o . This
essentially reduces to the problem of designing the linear system L C33.
Homomorp!+ic siqnal processinq has been successfully applied to the
anal.si^ of audio signals 1161, images C161, speech signals [16,17,18,19],
seismic signals 1201,
  and echo removal 1141. In this study it is applied to
the analysis of the SWF signal.
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The schematic of the homomorphic signal processing applied to the SWF
output signal to estimate the- magnitude spectrum of a particular reflection is
shown in Fig. 1. The operations applied to the SWF signal in Sec. 3. 1 are also
included in Fig. I. The magnitude spectrum of the short- time SWF signal
I Y 
w 
W I is the input to the homomorphic system. Since I Y 
w 
W I is the
multiplication of two components 1 P w(k) I and I Y m (k) I as given in eqn. (18),
the input and output operations of the homomorphic system are both
multiplication. Then, the corresponding systems Do
 and D o are designated as D.
and D.- 1 , respectively, where the subscript 	 denotes the multiplication
operation. The suitable systems D . , L, and D. -1 satisfying the conditions in
egns (19) , (20) , and (21) , respectively, are indicated in Fig. 1.
If the logarithm of both sides of eqn . (18) is taken
loglY w
	 w	 m
(k)I z loglP (k)I . loglY (k)I
	 (24)
The logarithmic magnitude spectrum (log spectrum) of an impulse train is
rapidly varying. If the impulses are equally spaced then it is periodic [211.
It is assumed that the log spectrum of the reflection with the delay nm,
log I Y m (k) I , is slowly varying compared with the log spectrum of the impulse
train, log IP w (k)I. Then it is possible to separate these two superposed
components by linear filtering [3]. Since the filtering is done on a spectrum,
it is called frequency- invariant linear filtering and it is exactly parrtlel
to the usual low- pass or high- pass time- invariant linear filtering which
,-xtracts either the respective slowly varying cr the rapidly varying component
cf a signal -n the time domain [3l.
The suitable frequency- invariant linear filtering is performed first by
16
taking the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of log I Y w (k) I . The IFFT of
the log spectrum is called the cepstrum 131, a term first introduced in [223.
So, eqn . (24) becomes
yw (n)	 pw(n) ♦ y m (n)	 ( 25 )
where y" 
w 
(n) , p 
w 
(n) , and y m
	
w	 w
(n) are the IFFT's of log I Y (k) I ,	 log I P (k) I ,	 and
log I Y m (k) I , respectively; or the cepstrums of y 
w 
(n) , p 
w 
(n) , and y 
m 
(n) ,
respectively.
Since logl Y w (k) I is slowly varying and log  P 
w 
(k) I	 is rapidly varying,
their IFFT's y m (n) and p w (n) occupy the low- time and high- time portions of
the cepstrum y
w	 m
(n), respectively. Thus, the cepstrum of y (n) may be recovered
from the cepstrum of V (n) asw
ym (n) Z w c (n) y w (n)	 (26)
where w c (n) is called the cepstrum window and covers the low- time portion of
V (n)w
The properties of the cepstrum are discussed in C33. In particular it is
symmetric about zero. The cepstrum of a signal similar to y m (n), which has a
slowly varying log spectrum, is concentrated near zero time and decays rapidly
away from zero. Specifically, if y
m	 y(n) is N samples long, then its cepstrum
y m (n) occupies mainly the interval approximately from -Ny l3 to N  13 (201.
Thus, the cepstrum window is chosen such that it covers this interval
The cepstrum of an impulse train is discussed in 131, [133, and [201 If
the impulse train is equally spaced with a spacing interval N p , then its
cepstrum shows peaks at the locations of iN p
 where j=±(1,2,3, .. A, which
reflects the periodicity of the log spectrum of the impulse train. So, ym(n)
and pw(n) are well separated in y  (n) when N  is greater than N  /3, which
limits the validity of eqn. (26) .
If the impulses are located arbitrarily and they have amplitudes of
arbitrary strength and random polarity, the impulse train may be thought of as
a noisalike random sig-._1. Then its log spectrum is rapidly varying but not
periodic. Thus its cepstrum does not show any peaks. However, eqn. (26) may be
still valid 13 , 133
Once r.nceis recovered by eqn. (26), log  Y a(k) I is found by Wing the
FFT of y m(n), and then I Y m(k) I is found by e: gonentiation of log I Y m (k) I .
Log I Y m 	 I , which is the log spectrum of the reflection y  (n) , is also called
the cepstrally smoothed log spectrum of the short- time SWF signal y
w 
(n) .
The time history of the reflection y 
m 
(n) cannot be found by the process
shown in Fig. 1 because the logarithm operation is performed on I Y w(k) I and
the phase information is lost. If the complex logarithm operation is performed
on Y  (k) then it may be possible to find y  (n) by adding another IFFT
operation to the end of the process. The complex logarithm requires unwrapping
of the phase of Y
w 
(k) tt obtain a continuous phase curve 133. 	 The
corresponding term for the cepstrum is called the complex cepstrum, which is
the IFFT of the complex logarithm of the FFT of a time domain signal. For the
analysis in this study, the cepstrum is used rather than the complex cepstrum.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The experimental system used in this study is characterised in E121 by
coupling the transmitting and receiving transducers face- to- face, without a
test specimen in between. The impulse response of the experimental system and
its loq spectrum are shown in Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b) , respectively. The signal
in Fig. 2 (a) and all the time domain signals in the subsequent figures are
discrete; their sampling period is 0.05 )" sec (sampling frequency 20 MHO. The
log spectrum in Fig. 2(b) and all the fraquency domain plots in the subsequent
figures are also discrete. They are q.•nerated by a 512-point FFT. The points
in all the time and frequency domain plots are connected by
	 linear
interpolation.
The time history of the input signal to generate the following SWF
signals, and its log spectrum are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b),
respectively	 Two tests are considered
	 as typical examples for the SWF
signal. In Test I, the thickness of the plate t is 2.4 cm and the distance
between the transmittina and receiving transducer axes P is 6 cm. In Test II,
h is 1.25 cm and ? is 6.25 cm. T1-% plates are made of aluminum (6061-TV,
which
	 has P wave and S wave velocites of 0.632 and 0.A3 cm/rsec,
respectively. The transducers (Panametrics model V105) have a radiva of 1.125
cm	 The SWF signals for Tests I and II are shown in Figs. 4 (a) and 4 (b) ,
respectively. The time delays for some possible reflections are calculated by
s he formulae given in 1111 considering the multiply reflected rays connecting
the centers of the transducers, and their locations are indicated above the
time signals with the values of p and s
The ray angles, total ray path lengths, and time delays for some
19
reflections with only P waves (s=0) in Tests I and II are given in Table 1.
These are calculated using the formulae given in C10] and [117. The distances
between the transducer axes are chosen such that the ray angle for a
reflection with p=p 1
 , s-v0 in Test I is the same as the ray angle for the
reflection with p=2p 1 , s=0 in Test II , where p  is an arbitrary positive even
integer. As observed from Table 1 for some selected values of p 1 , their total
ray path lengths and time delays are also approximately the same. Then, it is
expected from the analysis in C10] and 1113 that these two corresponding
reflections have the same waveform because all the frequency components of the
input signal are transmitted to the receiving transducer in the same direction
as discussed in Sec. 3.
The reflection with p=p, , sa0 in Test 1 and the reflection with p=2p 1 ,
s=0 in Test II are generated from the stress waves which reflect successively
at the bottom and top faces of the plate (p I" I) and (2p 1 -1) times,
respectively. Thus, it is % lso expected that the reflection with p=2p 1 , 0=0 in
Test II is approximately (Q PP) p
 times smaller than the reflection with p=p 1 ,
s=0 in Test I, where Q PP is the reflection coefficient for a P wave to a P
wave reflection.
There are several observations which can be made from Figs. 4 (a) and 4
(b). In Test I, although there are many possible P and S wave multiple
reflections, only the multiple reflections of the P waves (s=0) and of the P
waves containing a single S wave (s=1) are above the noise level. Most of
these reflections are not overlapped significantly. This nonover.lapping case
exists because the thickness cf the plate is sufficiently large that the
difference between the time delays for the successive significant reflections
is adequately large. Thus the short- time Fourier analysis is suitable for
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obtaining spectral information on individual reflections in the SWF signal
shown in Fig. 4 (a) .
In the SWF signal for Test II shown in Fig. 4 (b) , successive
reflections are overlapped and thus cannot be identified separately. This is
because the thickness of the plate is so small that the difference between the
time delays of the successive significant reflections is smaller than the
Iength of a single reflection. Here, the short- time Fourier analysis does not
give a direct access to spectral information. However, as discussed in Sec. 4,
the short- time homomorphic analysis gives an estimate of the magnitude
spectrum of a single reflection although it is overlapped with other adjacent
(and perhaps beyond) eflections .
The short- time Fourier analysis of the SWF signal for 'Pest I is
obtained	 and spectral information on the reflection with p=12, s-0 is shown
in Fig. 5. The time history of the short- time SWF signal, which is the
reflection with p=12, s=0, and its log spectrum are shown in Figs. 5 (a) and 5
(b), respectively. The characteristics of the data window are indicated in the
title for Fig. 5 (a). The origin of the abscissa (time) in Fig. 5 (a) is
shifted to the beginning of the data window.
The short- time homomorphic analvsis of the SWF signal for Test II is
shown in Fig. 6. Here the goal is to obtain spectral information on the
reflection with p=24, s=0. The process in Fig. 1, which is discussed in Sec.
4, is used. The short- time SWF signal and its log spectrum, cepstrum and
cepstrally smoothed log spectrum are shown in Figs. 6 (a) , (b) , (c) , and (d) ,
respectively. Considerir.q the discussions in Sec. 3, a Hamming window is used
as the data window, and its beginning and and are chosen such that it covers
the reflection with p=24, s=0 in its middle part. Since there is a compromise
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in selecting the length of the window to satisfy the conditions for egns. (5)
and (6) simultaneously, the length of the data window is chosen by trial.
The log spectrum in Fig. 6 (a) contains rapid variations superposed onto
what appears to be a slowly varying component. As discussed in Sec. 4, the
rapid variations come from the impulse train which contains impulses located
at the delays of the reflections in the short- time SWF signal.
Notice that the cepstrum in Fig. 6 (c) is substantially confined near
zero. It also contains small peaks at t 3 . 8 r sec away from zero. As discussed
in Sec. 4, the small peaks away from zero are due to the impulse train and 3.8
^ sec is approximately the same as the difference between the time delays of
the reflections with only P waves.
The cepstrum in Fig. 6 (c) is multiplied by a Hamming window having a
duration from - 1.25 M sec to 1 25 !• sec , which is called the cepstrum window,
and then its FFT is taken to obtain the smoothed log spectrum in Fig. 6 (d).
The Hamminq window is chosen by trial. Considering the discussions in Sec. 4,
its half length, 1.25 r sec , is ch.)sen approximately one third of the length of
the reflection with p=12, s-0 in 7 est I. The cepst:ally smoothed log spectrum
in Fig 6 (d) is an estimate of the log spectrum of the reflection w.th p=24,
s=0 in Test II . The log spectrum in Fig. 6(b) and the cepstraily smoothed log
spectrum in Fig. 6 (d) are superposed in Fig. 6(e) .
The short- time Fourier analysis of the SWF signal for Test I is
repeated with different data windows to obtain log spectra of the reflections
with p=8, s=0; and with p=10, s=0 Also, the short- time homomorphic analysis
of the SdF signal in Test II is repeated with different data windows to obtain
estimates to the log spectra of the reflections with p - 16, s=0; and with p=20,
s=0
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The characteristics of the log spectra of all the reflections considered
above are listed in Table 2. The characteristics of the data windows are also
indicated. The parameter s used in Table 2 such as the peak log magnitude, peak
frequency, average resonant frequency, lower and upper frequencies of -3 dB
and -6 dd frequency bands are defined in Fig. S on a hypc,theti-zal log
spectrum
As discussed at the b:,p inning of this section, since the reflec'ion with
P IM P I , s-0 in Test I and the reflection with p-2p1 , 9-0 in Test II have the
same ray angles, their log spectra are expected to have the sass shapes but
different scales	 The characteristics of these two corresponding refle^tions
are compared in Table 2 with the relative errors given in parentheses. The
definition of the relative error is given in the Table 2 footnotes.
Notice that the -3 dB and the -6 dB frequency bands of the reflections
in Tests I and II tend to move to higher frequencies for increasing values of
p. As discussed in Sec. 3, this is because the reflections with larger values
nf p have smaller ray angles and the higher frequency components of the input
signal are transmitted to the receiviny transducer at smaller ray angles
according to the directivity functions discussed in [133 and [117.
The discussions ai the beginning of this section also suggest that the
reflection with p-2p1
 , s=0 in Test II is expected to be (Q PP ) p times smaller
than the reflection with pup,, s-0 in Test I. The values of 20 log(OPP ) p	are
read from Table 2 as the differences between the peak log magnitudes of the
corresponding reflections in Tests II and I. Then, an experimental reflection
coefficient for P waves to P waves is calculated for each value of p I
considered.
The experimental reflection coefficients are	 comparad	 with	 the
e°.3
theoretical reflection coefficients in Table 3. The theoretical reflection
coefficients aye calculated from the formulae given in [103 and [233 for the
reflection of plans P waves at a s!ress- free plane boundary. The incidence
angle used in the formula is the same as the ray angle given in Table 1 for
each	 value of p 	 considered. Notice that the experimental reflection
coefficients are smaller than the corresponding theoretical
	 reflection
coefficients	 This is consistent with the expectation that there is likely to
be an energy loss (apart from mode conversions) in reflections.
Finally, two mots tests are considered to demonstrate how the short-
time homomorphic analysis given in this study may be utilised in the NDE c-f
plates containing cracks perpendicular to its surfaces. For Test III	 the
plate is the same as for Test II (h=1 25 cm, aluminum) and f is 6 ca. For Test
IV, the same -.late, but now containing a crack, is used, and f is again 6 cm.
The crack is open to the bottom face of the plate like a slit all the way
along the depth (into the plane of the sketch) of the plate. It has a depth d
of 0.62 cm and a width of 0.05 cm. The crack faces are perpendicular to the
crack and is located midway between the transducers.
The SWF signals for Tests III and IV are shown in Figs 8 (a) and 8 (b),
respectively. The time history of the short- time SWF signals, their log
spectra and their cepstrally smoothed log spectra ale shown in Figs. 9 (a) and
9 (b) for Tests III and IV, respectively Considering the location of the data
window, the cepstrally smoothed log spectra represent the ertim aces of the log
spectra of the reflections with pm1B, 9=0 in both Tests III and IV. These two
log spectra are compared in Table 4 	 The relative differences between the
defined characteristics	 of the two log spectra are given in parentheses.	 hhe
I
relative difference is defined ender the Table	 4 footnotes No	 significant
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relativo differences in these defined characteristics are otsarved as
indicators of the crack. Howa«er, the peak log magnitudes in Tests III and
IV	 are -1.03 and -6.55, respectively. So, the peak log slagnitads drops 7.52
dB (the peak magnitude drops to 42%) due to the existence of the crack.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The SWF output signal was analyzed in the frequency domain. The SWF
signal, which is the superposition of successive multiple reflections, was
multiplied by a data window and its short- timE portions were analyzed iv
obtain spectral information contained in individual reflections.
If the significant reflections were not overl Aped, the short- time
Fourier analysis was used, that is, the short- time SWF signal contained only
a single reflection and its FFT was computed.
If the reflections were overlapped, it was assumed that the reflections
in the short- time SWF signal have approximately the same waveform but
different scales	 This assumption suggested a data window which was tapered
smoothly to zero at !-h, beginning and the end of the window and long enough to
cover the included reflections completely, but not so long that the waveforms
of the included reflections changed significantly. Then, the short- time SWF
siqnal was modelled as ti-e convolution of an impulse train, where the impulses
were located at the time delays of the reflections, and the refle=tion with
the maximum scale
A summary of the relevant points of homomorphic signal processing was
given Homomorphic signal processing was applied to short- time SWF signals to
obtain estimates of the log spectra of individual reflections although the
individual reflections were cverlapped
Two typical SWF signals generated in aluminum plates were analysed. In
Test I, the SWF signal contained nonoverlappiny reflections In Test II, the
thickness of the plate was approximately half of that in 'Pest I, and the
reflections were overlapped The reflection which was generated from the
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stress waves which travelled p times as a P wave and s times as an S wave
through the plate while reflecting back and forth between th-: bottom and top
faces of the plate was designated as the reflection with p,s. The multiply
reflected rays which were constructed geometricall; between t'. ; centers of the
transmitting and receiving transducers using Sneli' ,i law were considered. The
distances between the transducer axes in Tests I and II were chosen such that
the reflections with p=p 1
 , s=0 in Test I and the reflections with p=2p 1 , 5=0
in Test II had the same ray angles and approximately the same total ray path
lengths. The theoretical analysis suggested that the magnitude spectra of the
two corresponding reflections with the same ray angles in Tests I and II were
expected to have the same shape but different scales because all the frequency
components of the input signal are transmitted to the reflections from the
same directions.
The log spectra of the reflections with p-p, , s=0 in Test I were
obtained by the short- time Fourier analysis for the values of p 	 of 8, 10,
and 12 The estimates of the log spectra of the corresponding reflections with
p=2p 1 , s=0 in Test II were obtained i.y the short- time homomorphic analysis.
The characteristics of the log spectra . the two corresponding reflections in
Tests I and II were compared in terms of their pea's log magnitudes, peak
frequencies, average resonant frequencies, and lower and upper frequencies of
-3 dB and -6 dB frequency bands. It was observed that in general they were
approx matey the same except for the peak log magnitudes, as the theory of
w a,e propogation in isotropic elastic plates suggested.
Frcm the differences between the peak log magnitudes and between the
values of p in Tests I and II, experimental reflection coefficients wire
calculated for different ray angles. These showed good agreement with the
r
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theoretical reflection coetticlents for plane waves. Also, It was ooservea
that frequency bands of the reflections with larger p, namely with smaller ray
angles, :roved to higher frequencies, wr.ich was consistent with the behavior of
the directivity function of the P wave.
Finally, the potential use of the results of this study for the NDE of
plates containing cracks perpendicular to their faces was demonstrated in a
specific test. For a specific set of parameters such as the input signal,
plate thickness, crack depth, location, and orientation, it was observed that
the decrease in the peak log magnitude of a specific reflection, which was
found by the short- time homomorphic analysis, was the indicator of the crack.
This study provides a quantitative analysis of the SWF signal in tt:
frequency domain. Since the information in the frequency domain can be related
directly to the steady- state wave propagation analysis in test structures, it
should provide more revealing measurements for NDE applications utilizing the
SWF	 The effect of different cracks on the characteristics of the log spectra
of different reflections should be analyzed. This study may be useful in the
analvsis of the ultrasonic output signals in different test strue!;::as which
may contain overlapped reflections. Ultrasonic attenuation measurements and
transducer calibration techniques may benefit from this study. The short- time	 a
homomorphic analysis may also be applied to acoustic emission (AE) signals to
characterize unknown sources in terms of their directivity functions. Finally,
developments in CANDE should be faciliated by the digital signal processing
procedures which are suram arized in this study.
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TABLE 3 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical	 Reflection
Coefficients.
Value of p Ray
Angie
(Degree)
Theoretical
Reflection
Coefficient
Experimental
Reflection
 
Coefficient
Relative
Error 
c1^)Test I Test II
(Q pit (n!P)e
8 1L 17.35 0.913 0.8414 7.8
10 20 14.04 0 943 0.890 S 6
12 34 11 77 0.960 0.905 I	 5	 7
a Absolute values are Given
b Relative Error . I (a pp) t- (Q pp)
 0 1 /1 (a pp) t 
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16 Abstract
The stress wave factor (SWF) signal, which is the output of an ultrasonic testing system, where the
transmitting and receiving transducers are coupled to the same face of the test structure, is analyzed
in the frequency domain. The SWF signal generated in an isotropic elastic plate is modelled as the
superposition of successive rPflectioits. The reflection which is generated by the stress waves which
travel p times as a longitudinal (P) wave and s times as a shear (S) wave through the plate while re-
flecting back and forth between the bottom and top faces of the plate is designated as the reflection
with p, s. Short-time portions of the SWF signal are considered for obtaining spectral information on
individual reflections.	 If the significant reflections are not overlapped, the s purt-time Fourier
analysis is used. A summary of the relevant points of homomurphic signal processiny, which is also
called cepstrum analysis, is given. liomomorphic signal processing is applied to short-time SWF sig-
nals to obtain estimates of the log spectra of individual reflections for cases in which the reflec-
tions are overlapped. Two typical SWF signals g-nerated in aluminum plates ar analyzed.
	 In Test I,
the SWF signal contains nonoverlapping reflections.
	
In Test II, the tflicknes • )f the plate is approx-
imately half that in Test I, and the reflections are overlapped. Multiple re; ections of only P waves
are considered. It is observed that the log spectra of two corresponding reflections witn the same
ray angles and approximately the same total ray path lengths in Tests I and II have approximately the
same characteristics except for their overall scales, as the theory of wave propagation in isotropic
elastic plates suggests. From the differences between the overall scales and the values of p of the
two corresponding reflections in Tests I and 11, experimental reflection coefficients for P wave to P
wave reflections are obtained for the different ray angles considered. They show good agreement with
the theoretical reflection coefficients for plane P waves. Also, it is observed that the frequency
response at the maximum value of the log spectrum moves toward iii her frequencies in the reflection,
with larger p, namely with smaller ray angles. This is consistent with the behavior of the directii-
ity function. The potential use of these results for the nondestructive evaluation of plates contain-
ing cracks perpendicular to their faces is demonstrated in a specific test.
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